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Abstract In heterogeneous landscapes individuals select
among several habitat patches. The fitness rewards of these
choices are assumed to play an important role in the distribution of individuals across landscapes. Individuals can either
use environmental cues to directly assess the quality of
breeding sites, or rely on social cues to guide the settlement
decision. We estimated the density of adult birds and per
capita reproductive success of willow ptarmigan over
5–15 years in 42 survey areas, nested within 5 spatially separated populations in south-central Norway. Our aims were to
(1) examine spatial and temporal patterns of variation in
densities of adult birds (i.e., the breeding densities) and
reproductive success (juveniles/pair) measured in autumn and
(2) evaluate which habitat distribution model best described
the distribution of willow ptarmigan across heterogeneous
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mountain landscapes. Variation in density of adult birds was
primarily attributable to variation between survey areas which
could arise from spatial heterogeneity in adult survival or as a
consequence of spacing behavior of juveniles during the
settlement stage. In contrast, reproductive success was more
variable between years and did not vary consistently between
survey areas once year effects were accounted for. The lack of
any relationship between the density of adult birds and
reproductive success supported the predictions of an ideal free
distribution (IFD), implying that within years, the mean
reproductive success was approximately equal across survey
areas. However, analysis based on Taylor’s power law (i.e.,
the relationship between logarithms of spatial variance and
mean density of adult birds) suggested that aggregation was
stronger than expected under IFD. This implies that the relative change in density of adult birds was larger in areas with
high mean densities than in areas with low densities. The
exact mechanisms causing this statistical pattern are unclear,
but based on the breeding biology of willow ptarmigan we
suggest that yearlings are attracted to areas of high densities
during the settlement period in spring. Our study was conducted during a period of low overall density and we suggest
that this pattern might be particular to such situations. This
implies that the presence of conspecifics might represent a cue
signaling high adult survival and thus high habitat quality.
Keywords Adult density  Aggregation  Conspecific
attraction  Ideal free distribution  Reproductive success 
Taylor’s power law
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Spatial heterogeneity in habitat quality is known to be a
potent source of between-individual differences in fitness
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(Fretwell and Lucas 1969; Erikstad 1985; Andren 1990;
Calsbeek and Sinervo 2002; Nilsen et al. 2004). The
quality of a given habitat is shaped by the combined effects
of resource availability (food and shelter) and environmental conditions (abiotic variables such as temperature
and biotic variables such as competitors and predators)
(Sinclair et al. 2006). Generally, when individuals settle in
a given site at moderate to high densities, both competition
for limited resources and predation rates may increase with
density, resulting in reduced quality (Fretwell and Lucas
1969; Martin 1988; Sergio and Newton 2003). Consequently, as density of the focal species increases, density
dependence may offset the individual benefits of inhabiting
seemingly high quality habitats (Fretwell and Lucas 1969;
Morris 2003). However, at low densities, positive interactions among settlers may occur (e.g., Allee effects after
Allee 1938) resulting in positive fitness effects with
increasing density (Greene and Stamps 2001).
In heterogeneous landscapes individuals select among
habitat patches or units of land of varying quality. The fitness rewards of these patches are assumed to play an
important role in the distribution of individuals across
landscapes (Fretwell and Lucas 1969). To this end, several
models have been suggested to explain the distribution of
individuals under different conditions (Fretwell and Lucas
1969; Pulliam and Danielson 1991). When applied to
breeding-habitat selection, the ideal free distribution model
(IFD) predicts that individuals should be distributed in
proportion to the amount and quality of the habitat, so that
all individuals have equal access to resources causing
reproduction to be equal at all sites (Fretwell and Lucas
1969; Milinski 1979). The ideal despotic distribution model
(IDD) predicts a hierarchical distribution where the quality
of each individual’s territory reflects their rank in the population (Fretwell and Lucas 1969). Lower-ranked individuals are excluded from the best habitats and reproduction is
expected to vary among sites (Fretwell and Lucas 1969;
Andren 1990; Calsbeek and Sinervo 2002). A third model,
the ideal preemptive distribution model (IPD), predicts that
individuals always select the best unoccupied site (Pulliam
and Danielson 1991), causing differences in reproductive
rates among sites. Some authors consider IDD and IPD to be
similar models despite a major difference in the mechanism
(despotism with and preemption without aggressive
behavior) (Holmes et al. 1996; Pöysä 2001; Manning and
Garton 2013). All three models assume that the individuals
are ‘‘ideal’’ in the sense that they are omniscient and select
the best option available. Consequently, the spatial
arrangement of individuals across the landscape and the
spatial distribution of vital rates should be related to the
quality of habitat patches throughout the landscape, but the
actual relationship is predicted to vary depending on the
model that determines the settlement process.
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When settling on their breeding grounds, many species
use environmental cues to assess the quality of the physical
environment (Muller et al. 1997; Campomizzi et al. 2008).
If intrinsic habitat quality is important during settlement,
then the density of adult individuals and habitat quality
should be correlated across the landscape. However, in
human-modified landscapes, the ability to recognize site
quality or utilize high quality sites may be hampered if the
cues used for selecting habitats are corrupted (McClaren
et al. 2002; Battin 2004; Bock and Jones 2004). Furthermore, when individuals use environmental cues and the
settlement patterns follow IDD or IPD, an ecological trap
may occur if high numbers of individuals are forced to
aggregate in low quality sites (Van Horne 1983). Many
species also rely on social cues during settlement, with
settlement patterns being positively affected by the presence or abundance of conspecifics, i.e., conspecific
attraction (Stamps 1988; Danchin and Wagner 1997; Pöysä
2001; Ward and Schlossberg 2004; Farrell et al. 2012), or
by conspecific reproductive success (Danchin and Wagner
1997; Doligez et al. 2003). The use of either environmental
or social cues in settlement decisions can cause aggregated
distributions (Stamps 1988; Danchin and Wagner 1997;
Doligez et al. 2003) that may have significant impacts on
species persistence and conservation (Reed and Dobson
1993; Reed 1999).
The willow ptarmigan (Lagopus lagopus Linnaeus,
1758) is a medium-sized tetraonid species distributed in
alpine tundra habitats in the northern hemisphere. In
Scandinavia, ptarmigan are hunted and bag size, as well as
abundance, varies considerably in time and space (Solvang
et al. 2007; Kvasnes et al. 2010; Statistics Norway 2013).
Within their range, individual birds generally prefer habitats with a high density of food and cover from predators
(Erikstad 1985; Bergerud and Gratson 1988; Schieck and
Hannon 1993). Males are highly philopatric (Pedersen
et al. 1983; Schieck and Hannon 1989; Brøseth et al. 2005)
and in spring they defend breeding territories of 2–12 ha
(Pedersen 1984). Females are less philopatric but are more
likely to re-use a breeding area following a successful
breeding attempt in the previous year (Schieck and Hannon
1989). Although some juveniles return to their natal area
(Martin and Hannon 1987; Rørvik et al. 1998), most male
and female juveniles disperse to other breeding grounds
(Martin and Hannon 1987; Brøseth et al. 2005; HörnellWillebrand et al. 2014) in the period between brood break
up in late September and the following spring (Bergerud
and Gratson 1988). Thus birds newly establishing breeding
territories in an area are most likely naı̈ve juveniles dispersing from other breeding grounds within a radius of
2–20 km (Brøseth et al. 2005; Hörnell-Willebrand et al.
2014; but see Watson et al. 1994). Steen et al. (1985) were
unable to find any vegetative features common to all
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territories at breeding grounds in Norway, with broods
leaving their territories shortly after hatching. After
hatching, brood movements are focused on habitats rich in
food, but broods remain within the general area of the natal
territory (Andersen et al. 1986). This suggests that breeding
territories are not selected on the basis of securing food for
chicks after hatching and it has been suggested that the
main function of the territory is to signal social status of the
males (Steen et al. 1985). As snow usually covers the
ground during the settlement period in spring it might be
difficult for birds to assess habitat quality, and young birds
might use conspecific abundance as a guide when selecting
breeding territories (Stamps 1988; Pöysä 2001; Ward and
Schlossberg 2004). However, it is not completely clear at
what time of the year the actual territory selection occurs in
willow ptarmigan, as cocks in southern Norway also display in late autumn before the ground is covered by snow
(Pedersen et al. 1983). Old cocks display in their former
area (Pedersen et al. 1983), but the role of old females and
juvenile birds in autumn displays is not known.
Aggressive behavior during settlement and density
dependent territory sizes might suggest some dominance
hierarchy among willow ptarmigan males, in accordance
with the IDD (Fretwell and Lucas 1969) or IPD (Pulliam
and Danielson 1991). However, the relaxation of aggressive behavior after hatching might indicate that individuals
are ‘‘free’’ during brood rearing, thus following an IFD
(Fretwell and Lucas 1969). If conspecific attraction influences spacing patterns in willow ptarmigan, the resulting
distribution would be predicted to be more aggregated than
any of the above models predict (Pöysä 2001).
In this paper we used autumn line transect survey data
to assess the spatial and temporal variation in density of
adult birds (i.e., breeding population) and reproductive
success in 42 survey areas distributed across five different
mountain regions in south-central and eastern Norway. In
particular, we examined the extent to which willow ptarmigan were distributed in agreement with the predictions
of the IFD, IDD or IPD. To this end, we used two different approaches. First, we examined the relationship
between survey area-specific estimates of adult density
and reproductive success. The surveys were conducted in
August before autumn dispersal so juvenile birds were
assumed to be locally recruited within the survey area
(Andersen et al. 1986). If individuals follow an IFD it is
predicted that there should be no correlation between
density of adult birds and reproductive success (Fretwell
and Lucas 1969; Danchin and Wagner 1997; Skagen and
Adams 2011). Several studies suggest that when animals
form an IDD or IPD, individuals aggregate at higher
densities in high quality habitats and achieve higher success rates than individuals settling in low quality habitats
at lower densities (Fretwell and Lucas 1969; Holmes et al.

1996; Calsbeek and Sinervo 2002). In these situations one
would expect a positive relationship between density of
adult birds and reproductive success. In contrast, Skagen
and Adams (2011) suggested that an IDD would generally
generate a negative relationship between density and per
capita fecundity (i.e., reproductive success). This could
occur if many individuals were forced to settle in lower
quality habitats (Van Horne 1983) either through despotism or preemption (Fretwell and Lucas 1969; Pulliam and
Danielson 1991). Most importantly, a critical premise of
an IDD or IPD, but not an IFD, is that reproductive
success is correlated with density (Fretwell and Lucas
1969; Pulliam and Danielson 1991), either negatively
(Skagen and Adams 2011) or positively (Fretwell and
Lucas 1969; Holmes et al. 1996; Calsbeek and Sinervo
2002). Second, we used Taylor’s power law (TPL: Taylor
1961) to assess the levels of aggregation within mountain
region populations. TPL states that the spatial variance in
density increases as a power function of mean density, and
that the function reflects the spatial distribution of the
population (Taylor 1961). On a logarithmic scale this
function becomes linear with the slope (b) considered by
several authors to be a useful index of aggregation (Taylor
1984; Tsai et al. 2000; Jimenez et al. 2001; Kendal 2004;
Detsis 2009; Christel et al. 2013; Kristensen et al. 2013).
In general, b ? 0 implies a uniform distribution, b = 1
suggests a random distribution and b ? ? indicates a
higher degree of aggregation. In Taylor’s pioneering work
the slope b ranged from 0.7 to 3.1, with most values
ranging from 1.0 to 2.0 (Taylor 1961). Gillis et al. (1986)
showed theoretically that a slope b * 2.0 is in agreement
with the predictions of an IFD, while a steeper slope
(b [ 2.0) indicates a higher level of aggregation than
predicted by the IFD (Taylor 1984; Tsai et al. 2000;
Jimenez et al. 2001; Kendal 2004; Detsis 2009; Christel
et al. 2013; Kristensen et al. 2013). Although b = 2.0
agrees with the predictions of an IFD, the TPL is not a
conclusive test as other mechanisms might also cause
b * 2.0. Following Gillis et al. (1986), b = 2.0 might
imply that density changes proportionally among areas
(i.e., resource matching). Further, b [ 2.0 might indicate a
disproportional change in density among samples, arising
either from the attraction of juvenile birds to survey areas
of high initial philopatric adult density or as a result of
temporal changes in habitat quality.

Methods
Data collection
Line-transect surveys were conducted in August from
1996 to 2011 in up to 54 survey areas across south-
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Fig. 1 Study areas (filled
polygons) within mountain
regions in south-central and
eastern Norway (RS Rondane,
DF Dovre and Folldal, FH
Forollhogna, GNE Glomma
north-east, GSE Glomma southeast)

central and eastern Norway (Fig. 1). Four areas were
surveyed from 1996 onwards and new areas were
subsequently added throughout the study period. Due to
logistical constraints, not all areas were surveyed every
year. Further, due to the sub-alpine distribution of
willow ptarmigan, survey areas were geographically
clustered within five mountain regions (Fig. 1). Each
survey area was thus assigned to a mountain region
based on its geographical location (n = 5, Fig. 1).
Volunteer dog handlers with pointing dogs walked
along predetermined transect lines and the free-ranging
dogs searched the area on both sides of the line following the procedure of distance sampling (Pedersen
et al. 1999, 2004; Buckland et al. 2001; Warren and
Baines 2011). At each encounter, the number of birds
(juveniles, adult males, adult females and birds of
unknown age/sex) and the perpendicular distance from
the line to the observed birds (m) were recorded. Pedersen et al. (2004) provide a detailed description of
the sampling protocol, and previous experiments have
shown that line transect distance sampling with pointing dogs is a robust method for estimating willow
ptarmigan densities (Pedersen et al. 1999, 2004). The
number of years in each survey area varied between 3
and 15 (median = 8), the number of areas surveyed
each year varied between 4 and 51 (median = 30), the
number of observations per year per survey area varied
between 5 and 179 (median = 32) and the total transect length per survey area varied between 8 and
107 km (median = 33 km).
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Statistical analysis
Density and recruitment assessment
Based on the survey data, we used multiple covariate
distance sampling (MCDS) in the program Distance 6.0
(Thomas et al. 2010) to estimate half-normal detection
functions and cluster densities (DS) in all survey areas
and years (428 survey area–year combinations). Due to
few observations in many survey area–year combinations, we opted to pool observations from all years for
each survey area and use year as a covariate factor to
account for possible variation in detection probability
between years (Marques et al. 2007; Pedersen et al.
2012). The data were truncated at distances greater than
the 95 % percentile in all analyses (Buckland et al.
2001). Following Buckland et al. (2001), we estimated
cluster size (ES) separately for all survey areas and
years as a function of distance from the line using
regression. This is likely to result in unbiased estimates
when larger clusters of birds are more likely to be
detected at long distances (Pedersen et al. 1999). For the
resulting 428 estimates of cluster density and cluster
size, the unweighted geometric mean (min–max) coefficients of variation (CV %) were 27.4 % (16.2–49.6)
and 16.4 % (9.7–27.8), respectively.
To obtain proper estimates of reproductive success
(juveniles/pair) and density of adult birds (adults/km2) we
estimated the proportion of juveniles and adults in each
survey area and year. Due to missing information about the
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age and sex of birds in some encounters, we omitted 23
survey area–year combinations when estimating the proportion of juveniles. Then we used mixed effects models
with a binomial link function for each mountain region
separately (Crawley 2007) to estimate the proportion of
juveniles in the samples. We fitted a variable linking survey areas to years (called survey area–year) as a random
intercept. This allowed us to estimate the proportion of
juveniles (PJ) from each encounter for each year in all
survey areas separately. As large clusters of birds are more
likely to be detected at long distances (Pedersen et al.
1999), and larger clusters usually have higher proportions
of juveniles than smaller clusters, we fitted distance from
the line as a fixed effect (Buckland et al. 2001). To estimate
reproductive success (number of juveniles/pair) we first
estimated PJ: the proportion of juveniles in the sample
estimated at the intercept (i.e., the back-transformed logitvalue at the intercept), which corresponded to the proportion of juveniles on the line where detection probability
&1 (Buckland et al. 2001). The number of juveniles/pair


was then estimated as PJ= 1PJ
. Finally, the density of
2
adult birds was estimated as DS  ES  ½1  PJ, where
DS  ES is the total density.
Prior to further analysis, we excluded estimates from all
survey area–year combinations that were lacking information about age and sex (23 survey area–year combinations) and that were based on \10 encounters (1 survey
area–year combination). In addition we excluded survey
areas with \5 years of data. Our final dataset consisted of
360 estimates of total density, density of adult birds and
reproductive success (juveniles/pair) from 42 survey areas
between 1996 and 2011. Density of adult birds in August
was used as a proxy for the density of breeding birds in
spring because mortality in adults is generally low from
June to August (Sandercock et al. 2011). Juveniles/pair was
used as a measure of per capita reproductive success. In the
context of the analysis presented here, successful reproduction at time t in each survey area creates a pool of
juvenile birds that will be distributed within the mountain
region populations (Brøseth et al. 2005; Hörnell-Willebrand et al. 2014) in the period after our surveys until the
next spring and will add into the populations at t ? 1, i.e.,
next year’s recruits to the breeding population.
Spatial and temporal variation
To investigate the spatial and temporal sources of variation
in adult density and reproductive success, we conducted a
variance components analysis. This allowed us to quantify
the proportion of variation in each that was attributable to
differences among mountain regions, survey areas and
years (Crawley 2007; Nilsen et al. 2008; Kvasnes et al.

2010). Analyses were performed using mixed effects
models, with mountain region (five levels), survey area (42
levels) and year nested within mountain region (16 levels)
fitted as random intercepts. By nesting year in mountain
region, we assumed year effects to be correlated within
mountain regions but not among them.
Evaluation of distribution models
To test the predictions of IFD, IDD and IPD (see ‘‘Introduction’’), we used a linear mixed effect model to assess
the relationship between reproductive success (dependent
variable) and adult density (independent variable). We used
the same random structure as described above.
Finally, we used Taylor’s power law (TPL: Taylor 1961)
to assess the level of aggregation. Due to missing data
(years) in some survey areas, we opted to create a new data
set with no missing records to ensure that variances and
means within each mountain region were calculated across
the same set of survey areas in all years. Further, to ensure
that variances and means were estimated across a sufficient
number of survey areas we made a rule to maximize the
number of survey areas having at least 5 areas in each
mountain region and at least 5 years of data from each
mountain region. This rule excluded one mountain region
(Glomma south-east). Our final dataset for analyzing the
TPL consisted of 4 mountain regions each including 5–10
survey areas covering 5 years (DF: 5 survey areas from
2007 to 2011, FH: 10 survey areas from 2005, 2007 to 2009
and 2011, GNE: 5 survey areas from 2005 to 2007 and
2009 to 2011, RS: 8 survey areas from 2006 to 2009 and
2011, for details see Electronic Supplementary Material).
We calculated the spatial variation and the mean density of
adult birds among survey areas within each mountain
region. First we fitted linear mixed effect models with the
log of spatial variance as the dependent variable, the log of
mean density as a fixed effect and either mountain region
as a random intercept or mountain region as both a random
slope and a random intercept. The most parsimonious
model describing the relationship was assessed with AICc,
which is suitable when sample sizes are low as in our case
(Burnham and Anderson 2002). Second, since the random
effect term only consisted of four levels (i.e., four mountain regions) which is rather low for a random effect, we
also fitted an ordinary linear regression model for the
Taylor power law with mountain region as a fixed factor.
The results from both models were compared and
presented.
All statistical analysis were carried out in the program R
(R Core Team 2012) using packages ‘‘lme4’’ for mixed
models (Bates et al. 2011), and ‘‘AICcmodavg’’ for model
selection (Mazerolle 2013).
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Results
The unweighted geometric mean total density in the survey
areas was 26.5 birds/km2, with the highest survey-area
mean density being 91.8 birds/km2 and the lowest being
8.2 birds/km2. The unweighted geometric mean density of
adult birds and reproductive success were 7.8 adults/km2
(highest mean: 25.3, lowest mean: 2.2) and 4.8 juveniles/
pair (highest mean: 6.4, lowest mean: 3.0), respectively.
Survey areas differed in terms of the density of adult
birds. The variance components analysis showed that survey area was the most important component explaining
overall variance and accounted for more than three times
the variation explained by year or mountain region
(Table 1). This result is further supported by the areaspecific boxplots in Fig. 2. In contrast, reproductive success varied more between years and less between survey
areas and mountain regions (Table 1). This suggest that in
a given year reproductive success does not differ much
between survey areas or mountain regions but that some
years are better than others across all survey areas and
regions, i.e., reproductive success is spatially correlated. It
is also worth noting that nearly half of the variance in
reproductive success was attributable to factors not
accounted for in the model (Table 1).
We found no clear relationship between adult density
and reproductive success (slope ± SE: -0.011 ± 0.015,
Fig. 3). When modelling reproductive success, the null
model (i.e., with no fixed effects) was better supported,
based on AICc, than a model with adult density fitted as a
fixed effect (AICc with adult density: 1213.35 and AICc for
null model: 1211.84). This is in contrast to the predictions
of the IDD and IPD (negative or positive relationship), but
supports the predictions of the IFD (no relationship).
Model selection based on AICc suggested that a mixed
effect model with a random intercept was adequate to
describe the relationship between the logs of spatial variance and mean density of adult birds (random intercept
model;
AICc = 46.99,
random
slope
model;
AICc = 54.49, respectively). As predicted by Taylor’s
power law, the log of spatial variance in density of adult
birds increased with log density of adult birds (slope ± SE:
Table 1 Percentage of variation in density of adult birds (adults/km2)
and reproductive success (juveniles/pair) explained by the factors
survey area, year and mountain region
Survey area

Year

Mountain
region

Residual (%)

Adults/km2

41.8

12.3

8.6

37.3

Juveniles/
pair

19.2

29.5

3.0

48.3
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2.83 ± 0.27). Similarly, the slope from the linear regression that included mountain region as a fixed factor was
highly
significant
(slope ± SE:
3.07 ± 0.42,
F4,16 = 22.92, P \ 0.001, Fig. 4). The aggregation index
b (i.e., the linear slope coefficient) suggested strong
aggregation in willow ptarmigan within mountain regions,
with the lower 95 % confidence limit above 2 (95 % LCL:
mixed effect model 2.3 and linear regression: 2.2).

Discussion
In this paper, we have investigated the spatial distribution
of willow ptarmigan in south-central Norway during a
period of varying adult densities, and compared the
observed distribution to well known models characterizing
the distribution of individuals across a landscape (Fretwell
and Lucas 1969; Pulliam and Danielson 1991). We found
that the density of adult birds (representing density of
breeding birds in spring) varied more between survey areas
than between years and mountain regions, with some survey areas supporting consistently higher densities of willow ptarmigan than others. In contrast, reproductive
success varied more between years and less between survey
areas and mountain regions. Moreover, the lack of a clear
relationship between area-specific densities of breeding
birds and reproductive success supported the IFD (Fretwell
and Lucas 1969; Skagen and Adams 2011), whereas the
steep scaling coefficient of Taylor’s power law suggested
that the distribution of breeding birds was even more
aggregated than expected under the IFD (Gillis et al. 1986).
Almost half of the variation in density of adult birds was
attributable to variation between survey areas. If the local
dynamics in the survey areas were mainly driven by local
survival and reproductive success, then such patterns might
arise because of spatial heterogeneity in survival or
reproduction. However, the relatively limited spatial
structuring of reproductive success indicates that local
variation in reproductive success was not the key factor
determining sustained variations in adult densities among
survey areas. This is also supported by the fact that we did
not find a positive relationship between local densities of
adult birds and reproductive success. Survival rates may
vary spatially as a consequence of local variation in the risk
of harvest mortality (Smith and Willebrand 1999; Sandercock et al. 2011) or spatial variation in predation rates
(Marcström et al. 1988). Previous studies have also indicated that human activities might facilitate medium sized
generalist predators (e.g., Kurki et al. 1998; Støen et al.
2010) which may increase predation on game species and
thus affect local demographic rates (Marcström et al. 1988)
independently of intrinsic quality. Alternatively, spacing
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Fig. 2 Boxplots of density of adult birds (top) and reproductive
success (bottom) in the survey areas in south-central and eastern
Norway. Survey areas are ranked within mountain regions by density
of adult birds from left to right. Boxes represent the 95 % confidence
intervals (±2SE) of the mean with upper and lower ends of the

vertical lines representing maximum and minimum values, respectively. The horizontal broken lines represent the overall mean density
and reproductive success, respectively. RS Rondane, DF Dovre and
Folldal, FH Forollhogna, GNE Glomma north-east, GSE Glomma
south-east

behavior during settlement may cause variation in densities
of breeding birds either because young birds select to settle
in high quality survey areas using environmental cues (i.e.,

selecting for intrinsic habitat characteristics) or using social
indicators (i.e., conspecific attraction) (Stamps 1988; Pöysä
2001; Ward and Schlossberg 2004).
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Fig. 3 The relationship between survey area densities of adult birds
and reproductive success. The solid and broken lines represent the
estimated slope and 95 % confidence intervals predicted by the mixed
effects model, respectively

Fig. 4 Logarithm of spatial variance in density of adult birds plotted
against logarithm of mean density of adult birds within mountain
regions. The solid line is fitted from the linear regression model (for
details see the ‘‘Methods’’ section) with slope (b)

Although spatial variation in reproductive success was
obviously present, it was much smaller than the temporal
variation caused by differences between years. Temporal
variation in reproductive success of willow ptarmigan is
not surprising given that reproduction has previously been
shown to be sensitive to environmental variability in factors such as climate and predation (Steen et al. 1988;
Martin and Wiebe 2004). These factors might vary between
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years and are thus likely explanations for the temporal
variation in reproductive success in our survey areas.
The lack of relationship between density of adult birds
and reproductive success suggested that willow ptarmigan
populations within mountain regions in south-central
Norway are distributed in agreement with a resource
matching distribution model. This would result in an equal
per capita resource availability among survey areas of
different quality, i.e., IFD (Skagen and Adams 2011), and
an equal proportional increase or reduction in density of
adult birds. A precise IFD would thus generate an exponent
(b) of 2.0 in the relationship between the logs of spatial
variance and mean density of adult birds (Gillis et al.
1986). However, with a scaling parameter above 2.0, our
results suggest that willow ptarmigan within mountain
region populations are more aggregated than would be
expected under an IFD. The steep scaling parameter may
imply that high density survey areas became increasingly
crowded relative to low density areas, when the overall
population density increased. Such breeding aggregations
could arise by two different mechanisms. (1) Individuals
are able to assess intrinsic habitat quality and aggregate in
the best areas or (2) individuals settle in breeding areas
using the abundance of philopatric adults as a guide. In the
first case, breeding aggregations could occur if there were
contemporary changes in intrinsic habitat quality causing
high quality survey areas to be relatively more suitable
compared to low quality survey areas. However, we have
no reason to suspect that a disproportional change in habitat quality has occurred during our study. In an example of
the second case, Pöysä (2001) found similar breeding
aggregations in mallards (Anas platyrhynchos Linnaeus,
1758) where high quality areas became increasingly
crowded when overall density increased. He suggested that
the birds probably used presence of conspecifics as cues
when selecting habitats.
Juvenile willow ptarmigan are accompanied by the adult
male and female throughout the breeding season from
hatching in June to the brood’s break up in late September.
During the period between brood breakup and the next
spring, juveniles disperse and most will settle in a breeding
area within their natal mountain region (mountain region as
defined in this study, cf. the scale of Fig. 1) (Brøseth et al.
2005; Hörnell-Willebrand et al. 2014). Stamps (1988)
suggested that the presence of conspecifics could provide
valuable information about habitat quality. If territory
selection among juvenile birds occured in spring they
would have few opportunities to assess intrinsic habitat
quality since the vegetation at that time is usually covered
by snow. The majority of new breeders are naı̈ve (1 year
old) and may therefore use the abundance of surviving
philopatric adults as a cue to assess habitat quality. Due to
high levels of philopatry in adults, the spring density of
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adults in a survey area may signal high survival probability
or good reproductive prospects (Schieck and Hannon
1989). For naı̈ve 1-year-old birds, conspecific cuing may be
a cost-effective strategy as they have a short life expectancy and thus few opportunities to acquire personal
information through trial and error tactics (Danchin et al.
2004).
The aggregated distribution we observed in this study,
whether caused by conspecific attraction or not, could be
related to the fact that our studies took place during a period
of low population densities. Densities of adult birds in our
study varied from about 2–25 adults/km2, which is much
lower than previously reported densities in Norway. Myrberget (1988) reported densities of adult birds ranging from
19 to 172 pairs/km2 on an island in northern Norway
(1960–1980) while Pedersen (1988) reported densities of
territorial cocks of between 12 and 24 cocks/km2 in southcentral Norway (1979–1986) (same area as DF in Fig. 1).
This large difference in abundance also coincides with a
significant long-term decline in Fennoscandian willow
ptarmigan populations (Lehikoinen et al. 2014) and a
marked reduction in national harvest bags in Norway (Statistics Norway 2013). This suggests that most populations in
the present study are well below saturation. Greene and
Stamps (2001) proposed that settling patterns may change
with density, where individuals at low densities have fitness
gains rather than reductions with increasing density (Fretwell and Lucas 1969), thus causing positive effects of conspecific interactions at low densities due to Allee effects.
Using simulations, Greene and Stamps (2001) showed that
Allee effects could generate aggregated distributions even if
all habitat patches had the same intrinsic quality.
To our knowledge, social cues have not been considered
before when studying willow ptarmigan habitat relationships to predict occurrence and habitat selection across
landscapes (Erikstad 1985; Kastdalen et al. 2003; Henden
et al. 2011; Ehrich et al. 2012). The role of social cues in
habitat selection in general might be more important than
previously recognized, and for many species it might be the
most influential factor affecting habitat selection (Danchin
et al. 2004; Campomizzi et al. 2008), especially for new
settlers (Muller et al. 1997). Since little is known about the
role of social cues in willow ptarmigan distribution, especially conspecific attraction, they should be considered in
future habitat modeling attempts (Campomizzi et al. 2008).
The use of conspecifics as cues in the settlement process
could also have important implications for the management
of harvested populations. If conspecific attraction is operating in willow ptarmigan through the abundance of
philopatric adults, management areas with higher adult
survival rates (possibly achieved through sustainable harvest rates) may benefit through increased attractiveness,
independently of intrinsic habitat quality.
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